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Practically apply
psychology and data

for hard, commercial results 
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SCIENTIFIC THINKING 
FOR IRRATIONAL MINDS  

To find opportunities that might otherwise be missed.
And show how to address them.

Make a more direct, scientific link
between minds and money.
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Reveal the hidden 
psychology of how your 
audiences really think

Be more persuasive, based 
on how their mental 

processes work

Develop nudges based 
their psychological traits 

to shift behaviour

APPLY PSYCHOLOGY AND DATA
TO GET HARD COMMERCIAL RESULTS



PREVIOUS
QUESTIONS

How can you scientifically optimise player journeys according to 
psychological traits?

How do you make non-alcoholic beer cool around the world?

How do you persuade people to pay for gaming?

How do you use psychology to find opportunities in sports betting?

How can behavioural science optimise gaming apps?

How can price psychology maintain premium pricing across 
channels for a leisure brand?

What is the psychology behind Crypto and NFT ownership?

How to identify risks of dark flow for better player protection?

How is lottery play psychologically different from other gaming 
offerings?
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BEYOND FLIES AND URINALS
PRACTICAL BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCE FOR BUSINESS
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P H O T O  B Y  C O T T O N B R O F R O M  P E X E L S

WHY DOG PEOPLE
VOTE CONSERVATIVE

AND GIN DRINKERS
WON’T AGREE TO 
REQUESTS

HOW TO COMBINE 
PSYCHOLOGY AND 
DATA FOR BETTER 
RESULTS
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P H O T O  B Y  D A I N I S  G R A V E R I S F R O M  P E X E L S

⚠

ATTENTION! 

HOW TO USE
THE PSYCHOLOGY

OF ATTENTION
FOR MORE 

IMPACT

Practical 
Behavioural Nudges

Psychological 
Profiles

The Science of 
Attention

The Psychology of 
Money



PSYCHOLOGY OF ENTERTAINMENT



LOOKING UNDER THE BONNET





INTRINSIC /EXTRINSIC:  

THE TWO SIDES

OF MOTIVATION



Extrinsic

• External causes - that can 
initiate and shape behaviour

• Usually associated with rewards 
and punishments

TWO SIDES OF MOTIVATION

INTRINSIC /  
EXTRINSIC

Vorderer - The Psychology of Entertainment (2001)

Intrinsic

• Internal - that has an end in 
itself

• For the satisfaction inherent in 
the behaviour itself



TWO SIDES OF MOTIVATION

INTRINSIC /  
EXTRINSIC

Vorderer - The Psychology of Entertainment (2001)

e.g. do you do your job for a sense 
of satisfaction

OR to get a bonus / promoted

(of course these are not mutually 
exclusive)

Often we see different psychological 
segments in gaming with different 
balances of these.

To be good (or right, or better) 

vs 

to get a reward / recognition



COMPETENCE



People often like a degree of challenge before they get the reward.

Think of the murder mystery, the psychological thriller with a twist

Or video games – with varying difficulty- set by the player, the type of 
game (or how it is played)

So they feel they’ve demonstrated their ability. 

Maybe even improved it.

Sources: Salomon (1984); Weidenmann, 1989): Henning and Vorderer (2001); Groeben and Vorderer (1988); Berlyne's
(1971; 1974); Vorderer - The Psychology of Entertainment (2001)

AND A SENSE OF CHALLENGE

COMPETENCE



Take two other examples:

The reading perhaps requires more cognitive effort

Particularly if it’s a challenging book

But the reader will only select their choice to the level that they feel they can 
master - whether that’s our murder mystery or Ulysses

It needs to be attainable, at the level they want, with the amount of challenge 
they want.

If these criteria are not matched, then it will feel unattainable and undesirable.

Sources: Salomon (1984); Weidenmann, 1989): Henning and Vorderer (2001); Groeben and Vorderer (1988); Berlyne's
(1971; 1974); Vorderer - The Psychology of Entertainment (2001)

AND A SENSE OF CHALLENGE

COMPETENCE

Watching TV Reading a book



AUTONOMY



As individuals, we strive for a sense of control over ourselves and our 
environment.

Indeed, when we feel out of control, it creates discomfort, even stress.

And what that means to us will vary according to our own psychological 
makeup.

For example, moments of losing control when skiing down a steep mountain 
may be energising and exciting for one skier as they feel they can regain 
control; it will be very appealing for them.

The same situation will be terrifying for another. And to be avoided at all costs.

Sources: (Rosengren, Wenner, & Palmgreen, 1985; Rubin, 2002); Henning and Vorderer (2001) 

A SENSE OF CONTROL

AUTONOMY



Studies suggest that the gratification that comes from choosing to partake in 
entertainment satisfies our need for autonomy.

Having a wide range of entertainment choices available, further satisfy this 
need.

And even though entertainment choices are often influenced by others, people 
tend to underestimate the impact of others on their choices. 

The sense of making a choice still makes them feel that they have control.

Sources: (Rosengren, Wenner, & Palmgreen, 1985; Rubin, 2002); Henning and Vorderer (2001) 

A SENSE OF CONTROL

AUTONOMY



RELATEDNESS



This is the need to feel in touch with someone else.

Various studies show that television especially meets this need. 

Even if someone is alone.

Research has shown viewers / players form a sense of connection to characters 
on TV shows, movies, even video games.

This is called “para social” interaction.

It also explains why celebrities or known characters build the appeal of 
entertainment products.

Sources: (Ryan and Deci's (2000); Henning and Vorderer (2001) 

RELATEDNESS

IN TOUCH WITH ANOTHER



LEARNING



Related to all of the above, is the act of learning.

From early childhood, certain games (e.g. escaping the monster) involve 
creating a make-believe scenario that are “optimised…for skill acquisition”.

This gives us a sense of autonomy and competence over elements that would 
not be possible in real life.

For example, in children (and animals), the game of “chase” provides sets of 
skills which could be used in “high stakes encounters”.

So, we see the appeal that comes from simulating situations that could not 
happen in real life.

Sources: (Steen & Owens, 2001); Csikszentmihalyi (1975); Henning and Vorderer (2001) 

LEARNING

RELATED TO ALL THE PREVIOUS 
THEMES



REAL AND

NOT REAL



Other studies suggest there is a “dualistic” nature to entertainment.

We know it’s not real, but we like - to a degree - the fact that parts of it feel 
real.

The horror movie that we watch whilst safely in our houses.

Technology (e.g. VR) allows experiences to become more “real” and so provide 
more opportunities for entertainment

But also the need for appropriate reassurance that it’s not real and the player 
is in control (autonomy)

Sources: (Tilo Hartmann, Matthias Hofer); Henning and Vorderer (2001) 

REAL AND 
NOT REAL

RELATED TO ALL THE PREVIOUS 
THEMES
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Mehrabian & Piercy, 1993

4.39

5.06

Given name (e.g., Patrick) Nickname (e.g., Pat)

Rating of Cheerfulness

Rated as more intelligent, 
industrious and honest

e.g., Thornton, 1944; Wei & Stillwell, 2017



Huang et al., 2014

Warmer
temperature

Like other
bettors more

Others’ bets
more valid

Pick the
favourite



Chose Cake Chose Fruit

2-digit #
(e.g., 62) 41% 59%

7-digit # (e.g., 
4811505) 63% 37%

0.0004%

Wilson, 2011 Shiv & Fedorikhin, 1999



At least 2,400 iGaming 
sites in Britain





Dixon, Trigg & Griffiths, 2007 Hirsch, 1995Stark, Saunders, & Wookey, 1982
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“There were no credible differences 
between the gambling message condition 
and the control condition, with the largest 
effect being a 5.87% increase in the 
probability of betting everything in the 
gambling message condition.”

Implementation Intentions

Loss Aversion

Relatedness

Anchoring

Cold state

Newall et al., 2022a



DISCLAIMERS CAN BE OPTIMISED
Newall et al., 2022b

F R A M I N G

People respond more sensitively 
to information framed as a loss.

But 100% of operators used a 
return-to-player label (e.g., 97% 
returned) rather than a house-

edge label (e.g., 3% kept).

A V A I L A B I L I T Y

People tend to act on 
information that is front of mind.

But gamblers had to click an 
average of 1.28 times to navigate 
away from the game .to find the 

statement

F L U E N C Y

People act on information that is 
concrete and simple.

But there were an average of 
2,078 words and 96% used the 
smallest font size; 17% only ever 

used an acronym (e.g., RTP).



AND SAFER PLAY NUDGES CAN BE IMPLEMENTED
Gainsbury, Tobias-Webb & Slonim, 2018

F R I C T I O N

People are less likely to act if it is 
more effortful to do so.

Make it harder to bet (easier to 
withdraw). Interrupt ‘flow’ – a 

good intervention was banning 
smoking, as people took breaks.

D E F A U L T S

People tend to go whatever the 
default option is.

Set a conservative default deposit 
limit, for example. In a large-scale 

study, less than 1% of players 
exceeded the limit set.

P R E S E N T  B I A S

People are more influenced by 
the present than the future.

Encourage people to set 
commitments and plans for 

themselves. Have them imagine 
what future losses would feel like.



-36%
-40% -42% -42% -42%

-45%

THESE NUDGES HAVE BEEN PROVEN TO WORK
Auer & Griffiths, 2016

Feedback You lost $x this 
month

You lost $x this 
month

You lost $x this 
month

You lost $x this 
month

Norm The average player 
loses $38/month

The average player 
loses $38/month

Recommendation Here’s some tools 
to help…

Here’s some tools 
to help…

Here’s some tools 
to help…

Seven-day median change in theoretical losses



COLD STATES REDUCE ‘DARK FLOW’
Kiyak et al., 2023





BUT NUDGES ARE NOT ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL
Bertrand et al., 2005





UNDERLYING TRAITS DETERMINE BEHAVIOUR



WE CAN READ PEOPLE FROM THEIR DATA
� · · û⁄Ş· ‟µš‟û⁄‶‴‟̍ ̔ ̏ ̣ ‑‟ï ËÐŞËÐ‴‟VË˚ »· ˚ ◊»‟͇ ‟xš»⁄⁄¼µ⁄⁄‴‟̍ ̔ ̏ ̖



…USE IT TO MAKE PREDICTIONS

No Health/Fitness Apps
Less organised and sensible

More Photos At Night
More impulsive and sensation-seeking

More Auto/Vehicle Apps
More impulsive and sensation-seeking

A Lot of Finance Apps
Multiple loans and poor credit

No Photos or Contacts
High likelihood of being a bot

Loan application decision in finance app

Predictive Machine Learning (ML) 
algorithm based on passive 
smartphone metadata



…AND CREATE MESSAGING RECOMMENDATIONS



UP TO 50% HIGHER CONVERSION RATES

Ṗ∂  ǗṥǼ Ǽ Ǘ‵ ȓ ṥḧȃ ;А∂  ;͇ⅧḧṅṖἍ;А∂  ;‵  ṅṖἍ;Аø| ;ĜМĨ | Ἅ;А∂Ⅷṅ;
ⅧȃṖ ḧ̓ ⁋ṖⅧẆ ;  Ⅷ̘ⅧṖ̓ Ǘ;̓ ḧṖ;̘ ̓ ǗǗ ḧẘ;Ⅷṅ;Ṗ∂  ;͇ⅧḧṅṖ;ȓ ͇ ;ⅧṖṅ;ǏⅧȃ  ;ȓ ȃ;Ṗ∂  ;
ṅȓ ṥṖ∂  ḧȃ;∂  ǼⅧṅḝ∂  ḧ Ἄ;̓ ȃ  ;Ṗ∂  ;ḝḧ ǼⅧ ḧ;͇̓ ǼⅧǗẘ;̓ ⁋ṖⅧẆⅧṖẘ;Ⅷȃ;
Ĩ  Ǘ‵ ȓ ṥḧȃ Ἅ; ;ǼṥṅṖ⅄ṅ  Ἅ

Creative Aficionados Trendy Youths

Ṗ∂  ǗṥǼ Ǽ Ǘ‵ ȓ ṥḧȃ ;А∂ⅧȃǏ ;ẘȓ ṥ;Ǐ ȃȓ Ẋ;Ĩ ȓ ȃ Ṗ⁷ ;А∂ⅧȃǏ ;̓ ̘ ̓ ⅧȃἍ;Аø| ;
ĜМĨ | ɾṅ; ẓ⁋ǗṥṅⅧẆ ; ẓḝ ḧⅧ ȃ⁋ ;Ṗḧ̓ ȃṅ͇ ȓ ḧǼṅ;Ĩ ȓ ȃ Ṗɾṅ;ẆⅧṅⅧȓ ȃ̓ ḧẘ;
ⅧǼḝḧ ṅṅⅧȓ ȃⅧṅǼ;ⅧȃṖȓ ;ṅȓ Ǽ Ṗ∂Ⅷȃ̘ ;̓ ṅ;ḧ̓ ḧ ;̓ ȃ  ;‵  ̓ ṥṖⅧ͇ṥǗ;̓ ṅ;̓ ;А∂  ;
п ̓ Ṗ ḧ;ĜⅧǗẘ;̋ ȓ ȃ  ;ⅧṖṅ Ǘ͇Ἅ;ßȓ ḧ;Ṗḧṥ  ;̓ ḧṖ;Ǘȓ Ẇ ḧṅἍ

Private Commercial Work; Matz et al., 2017



Delfabbro et al., 2023; Division of Gaming Enforcement, 2023; 
Murch et al., 2023; Perrot et al., 2022; Ukhov et al., 2021

Play time increasing from week to week

Number of self-imposed cool-off periods

Betting until having less than one dollar in the account

Visits to the self-exclusion page without using it

Frequency of making deposits

Deposits being rejected/declined

Visits to bonus page when no bonus was available

Number of hours spent online at unusual times

Number of repeat deposits (‘top-ups’) during sessions

Number of cash wagers per day

Volume of losses per active day

Gambling via desktop (casino) or smartphone (sports)

largest single-day total money wagered / deposited

Most bets in one day

Weekly bet amount

Variation in weekly bet amount



Deng, Lesch & Clark, 2019

A random forest procedure showed the 
highest classification performance, with 
AUROC of 79% and accuracy 80% in the 

main analysis.



Auer & Griffiths, 2023

Machine learning models confirmed the 
high correlation between the first week 

of gambling and a high-risk 
classification during the first three 

months after registration.



PRE-REGISTRATION DATA COULD HELP TOO
Ding, Bickel & Pan, 2017



TARGETED FEEDBACK IS IMPORTANT
Wood & Wohl, 2015



TARGETED FEEDBACK IS IMPORTANT
Auer & Griffiths, 2020

29%

38%

39%

41%

41%

41%

43%

43%

44%

46%

48%

High losses

Deposit limit recommendation

High deposit amount

Increased bet amount

High playing duration

Winning streak

Increased deposit amount

Withdrawal recommendation

High playing frequency

Increased playing duration

Increased playing frequency

Reduction in amount bet after seven days

Targeted messages based on 
player data. For example, those 

on a winning streak are 
encouraged to withdraw 

winnings. In total, a targeted 
messaged reduced bets by 

40%.



TARGETED FEEDBACK IS IMPORTANT
Armstrong et al., 2018

Negative social 
proof for women



C A S U A L

About
Place bets occasionally on 
impulse for the thrill

Smartphone Metadata
Streaming apps, arcade 
gaming apps

Player Data
Fewer but larger bets; also 
play casino games

Personality
Conservative but 
sensation-seeking

MID

risk

C H A L L E N G E R

About
Bets for the challenge and 
status, and likes to brag

Smartphone Metadata
Fitness apps and financial 
trading apps

Player Data
Bigger bets, wins and 
withdrawals.

Personality
Disagreeable and risk-
taking

HIGH

risk

P U Z Z L E R

About
Place bets for fun, as a 
kind of social game

Smartphone Metadata
Puzzle gaming apps, 
crafting apps

Player Data
Low engagement overall; 
equally live and pre-live.

Personality
Stable, traditional and 
thoughtful

LOW

risk

“Why not commit to a 
plan today?”

“Jose Mourinho takes 
breaks, you know!”

“A savvy player like 
you knows to quit 

ahead.”



D A T A  E C O S Y S T E M

Pre-Reg. Metadata
e.g., social apps, ‘liking’ 2Pac

Registration Data
e.g., male, 23 years old, urban

First 7 Days’ Data
e.g., casino games, high bets

Player Data
e.g., credit card declined often

P S Y C H  S E G M E N T
e.g., extraverted risk-taker

R I S K  P R O F I L E
e.g., high

T A R G E T E D  N U D G E
e.g., “You’re too smart for this, 

my friend!”

PREDICTIVE MODEL BUILT VIA PSYCHOGRAPHIC SURVEY

BEHAVIOURAL RESPONSE TO NUDGE IMPROVES MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM



PLAY PROTECT



🤔
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